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Role of Potassium in Electrocatalytic Water Oxidation
Investigated in a Volume-Active Cobalt Material
at Neutral pH

Si Liu, Shima Farhoosh, Paul Beyer, Stefan Mebs, Ivelina Zaharieva, Michael Haumann,
and Holger Dau*

The oxygen evolution reaction (OER) is crucial in systems for sustainable
production of hydrogen and other fuels. Catalytic OER materials often
undergo potential-induced redox transitions localized at metal sites. For
volume-active catalyst-materials, these are necessarily coupled to
charge-compensating relocation of ions entering or leaving the material,
which is insufficiently understood. The binding mode and mechanistic role of
redox-inert ions for a cobalt-based oxyhydroxide material (CoCat) when
operated at neutral pH in potassium-phosphate (KPi) electrolyte are
investigated by i) determination of K:Co and P:Co stoichiometries for various
KPi-concentrations and electrode potentials, ii) operando X-ray spectroscopy
at the potassium and cobalt K-edges, and iii) novel time-resolved X-ray
experiments facilitating comparison of K-release and Co-oxidation kinetics.
Potassium likely binds non-specifically within water layers interfacing
Co-oxyhydoxide fragments involving potassium–phosphate ion pairs. The
potassium-release kinetics are potential-independent with a fast-phase
time-constant of about 5 s and thus clearly slower than the potential-induced
Co oxidation of about 300 ms. It is concluded that the charge-compensating
ion flow is realized neither by potassium nor by phosphate ions, but by
protons. The results reported here are likely relevant also for a broader class of
volume-active OER catalyst materials and for the amorphized near-surface
regions of microcrystalline materials.

1. Introduction

The water oxidation reaction (or oxygen evolution reaction, OER)
is a pivotal process in producing non-fossil carbon-free (hydrogen
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gas, H2) or carbon-based (e.g., methanol)
fuels as sustainable energy resources
of the future. Numerous catalyst ma-
terials have been extensively investi-
gated for improving electrocatalytic OER
protocols.[1–6] Naturally, the focus is often
on the properties of the transition metals
(for example Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, Ir, and Ru)
that are present in the catalyst material,
inter alia because they are often redox-
active, meaning that their oxidation state
varies reversibly in response to an ap-
plied electric potential.[7–11] Also the role
in OER of redox-inert cations present in
the electrolyte and/or within the catalyst
material has been investigated,[12–21] but
their function is still insufficiently un-
derstood. A more complete understand-
ing is desirable to promote rationale,
knowledge-guided development of supe-
rior OER catalyst materials.

Here, we investigate the role of potas-
sium ions in a cobalt-based, volume-
active[8] catalyst material which contains
K+ as well as phosphate ions.[22] This oxy-
hydroxide material, in the following de-
noted as CoCat, has been especially well

investigated[23–30] and can serve as a model system in mechanistic
investigations on water oxidation (OER) by non-noble metal ma-
terials in the environmentally friendly neutral-pH regime.[7,31–33]

Central open questions regarding the role of potassium ions
are:

(1) What is the structural role of K+ ions bound within the Co-
Cat material? In our earlier Co K-edge extended X-ray absorp-
tion fine structure (EXAFS) analysis, the presence of Co(μ-
O)K motifs with a Co–K distance of ≈3.8 Å was proposed.[28]

Subsequently, Kanan et al. compared the EXAFS spectra of
potassium-phosphate (KPi-) CoCat and sodium-phosphate
(NaPi-) CoCat and found no structural difference.[23] Ex situ
X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) at the potassium K-edge
suggested that ≈10% of K+ ions might be constituents of
(distorted) KCo3(𝜇-O)4 cubane structures.[13] The question
remains whether potassium ions can be part of specific K-Co
coordination motifs, that is, in cubane structures similar to
those suggested for calcium (Ca2+) ions in Ca-containing Mn
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oxides,[34–37] with analogies to the biological (Mn4Ca) OER
catalyst of oxygenic photosynthesis.[38–40]

(2) Do K+ ions facilitate charge compensation in the redox tran-
sitions of the catalyst material? The potential-dependent re-
dox transitions of the CoCat bulk material (Co2+ ↔ Co3+

↔ Co4+) involve proton-coupled electron transfer and likely
charge-compensation by proton release (for Co oxidation) or
uptake (for Co reduction).[5,7,31] However, whether K+ ions or
other redox-inactive cations can also participate in the charge
compensation process is insufficiently understood. A role of
K+ uptake and release for alkaline OER in KOH electrolyte
indeed has been suggested recently. Grimaud et al. reported
K+ insertion into layered iridium oxides during OER, with
the insertion process incurring a phase transformation of
oxidized 𝛼-Li1IrO3 coupled with Ir reduction and K+ ions
likely participating in the overall charge balance process.[41]

For NiFe and CoFe oxyhydroxides, Strasser and coworkers
reported 𝛼 to 𝛾 phase conversions and contraction of lattice
spacing in the OER catalytic regime,[42] as induced by Co/Ni
oxidation and associated with intercalation of K+ ions.

Here, we provide insights by addressing experimentally 1) the
structural and 2) the charge-compensating role of K+ ions for
the Co-based catalyst material which may serve as a model sys-
tem for OER at neutral pH in general. Progress comes from
monitoring the response of CoCat electrocatalytic films to elec-
trolyte variations and changes in electrical potential by quantita-
tive elemental analysis, experimentally challenging ex situ and
in situ (operando) XAS at the potassium K-edge, and novel time-
resolved X-ray experiments.

2. Results and Discussion

2.1. Elemental Analysis after Variation of Electrolyte and
Electrode Potential

Potassium as well as phosphate have been verified to be internal
constituents of CoCat at an approximate Co:P:K ratio of 2–3:1:1,
for catalyst films electrodeposited in 100 mm potassium phos-
phate (at pH 7).[22] The question remained whether and how the
potassium content of the catalyst film changes during operation i)
in electrolytes with varying K+ concentrations and ii) in response
to changes of the electrode potential. Therefore, elemental analy-
sis was carried out for CoCat films after operation at different KPi
concentrations (1.6, 25, or 100 mm) or electrode potentials (1.0 or
1.3 V vs NHE); the results are summarized in Figure 1. Notewor-
thy, the CoCat undergoes the same oxidation state and structural
changes in response to the electrode potential at all three KPi elec-
trolyte concentrations.[32]

We determined molar ratios of ≈0.3 for K:Co and ≈0.4 for P:Co
and thus of ≈1.3 for P:K for films electrodeposited at 1.05 VNHE
and operated at 1.3 VNHE (both in 100 mm KPi, pH 7). These fig-
ures are close to previously reported values for CoCat films elec-
trodeposited at 1.29 VNHE in 100 mm KPi, thus verifying the re-
producibility of the molar ratios of the main CoCat ingredients as
resulting from different electrodeposition and elemental quan-
tification protocols.[22] Figure 1 furthermore reveals:

Figure 1. Molar ratio of potassium, phosphorus, and cobalt for CoCat
films after operation at two electrode potentials (1.0 or 1.3 V vs NHE, pH 7)
and in various electrolyte concentrations of potassium phosphate (KPi).
Each film was operated at the indicated electrode potential for 15 min.
The molar ratios for CoCat directly after electrodeposition in 100 mm KPi
are labeled by “as deposited” or “as-dep.” The K/Co ratios resulted from
three experiments on three CoCat films; for each CoCat film, minimally
three quantifications of the Co and K+ contents were conducted; error bars
show standard deviations. For further details, see Figures S1 and S2 and
Tables S1–S3, Supporting Information. The molar ratios of P and Co were
calculated from data reported by us elsewhere.[32] Here the molar K/Co
ratios were determined for CoCat films deposited on a platinum sheet
whereas the P/Co quantification refers to films deposited on indium tin
oxide (ITO); there are no indications that the substrate electrode mate-
rial affects the elemental composition of the comparably thick CoCat films
(≈140 nm[8,43]).

(1) The K:Co stoichiometry is not a constant but depends
strongly on the K+ concentration during electrocatalytic op-
eration; by a factor of ≈3 smaller K:Co ratio was found for
CoCat operation in 1.6 versus 100 mm KPi. In contrast, the
P:Co ratio showed much smaller variations (≤20%) for the
same large KPi concentration change. This suggests compa-
rably weak binding of the majority of potassium ions within
the CoCat material, which is further supported by the com-
plete and rather fast potassium–sodium exchange reported
further below (Figure 5B,C).

(2) Both the P:Co and the K:Co molar ratios are essentially
potential-independent, excluding that these ions contribute
significantly to charge compensation in response to the mas-
sive potential-induced valence changes of the Co ions, as ex-
plicated in the following.

As we already reported,[32] the phosphate content of CoCat
films is fully potential-independent ruling out that phosphate up-
take facilitates charge compensation upon oxidation of Co ions.
For the K:Co molar ratio, we observe a trend toward a slightly
increased K+ content in response to operation at catalytic versus
pre-catalytic potential. However, this trend is not only of debat-
able statistical significance, but also the observation of increased
K+ content for Co oxidation (positive charging of Co ions) rather
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would suggest a minor K+ uptake than charge compensation by
K+ release.

The extent of the contradiction between the data in Figure 1
and charge balancing by uptake/release of phosphate or K+ ions
is particularly evident when comparing the fraction of Co ions
that undergo valence changes. The increase in electrode poten-
tial from 1.0 VNHE to 1.3 VNHE is associated with an increase in
the mean Co oxidation state from about 2.75 to 3.13,[7,32] which
corresponds to 0.38 oxidizing equivalents (positive charges) per
Co ion. Consequently, for the CoCat operated in 100 mm KPi elec-
trolyte, the potential increase from 1.0 to 1.3 VNHE would require
release of all K+ ions to compensate for the charging of the ma-
terial by Co oxidation, whereas not any release of K+ ions was
detected. For operation at 1.6 mm KPi, even the release of all K+

ions could not provide efficient charge compensation because the
total amount of K+ ions is too low. Similarly, also the potential-
independent phosphate content excludes charge-compensation
by phosphate uptake or release. Therefore, we can safely con-
clude that neither K+ ions nor phosphate ions facilitate charge
compensation in the redox transitions of the CoCat material.

We note that the amount of Co ions undergoing potential-
dependent valence changes was determined by X-ray spec-
troscopy with X-ray energies of 7–8 keV,[7,32] where the X-ray pen-
etration depth (hundreds of micrometer) vastly exceeds the CoCat
film thickness (≈700 nm). Therefore, the above estimate of oxi-
dation of 38% of the Co ions undergoing valence changes does
not rely on bulk-uniform redox properties of the CoCat material.
Nonetheless, most likely the oxidation-state changes indeed pro-
ceed homogeneously throughout the CoCat bulk material.[8]

The bulk-uniform redox chemistry is a central concept in the
discussion of CoCat material properties that has been addressed
previously[7,8] and is also relevant here when discussing charge-
compensating ion movements. The bulk-uniform Co valence
changes[7,8] suggest that the binding of redox-inactive ions and
charge compensation by ion uptake or release is also uniform
throughout the catalyst material. In a small near-surface region,
mobile CoCat-external electrolyte ions could provide charge com-
pensation, describable as electric (ionic) double-layer formation.
However, both catalytic performance and our experimental anal-
yses are clearly dominated by the CoCat bulk material.[43] In sum-
mary, it is adequate to discuss herein the K+ binding motifs and
charge-compensating ion movements assuming a bulk-uniform
behavior. Irrespective of complete bulk-uniformity, the data of
Figure 1 excludes charge-compensation by neither potassium nor
phosphate ions.

2.2. Potassium Coordination from X-Ray Absorption
Spectroscopy

2.2.1. Comparison of X-Ray Absorption Near-Edge Structure Spectra

The CoCat material belongs to the family of amorphous lay-
ered oxyhydroxides of the MO2 type (M = Mn, Co, Ni, Ru,
and Ir), but is distinguished by especially small MO2 frag-
ments possibly comprising less than 20 Co ions.[7,23,28,29,44,45] The
layered-oxide fragments of CoCat are likely not directly stacked,
but separated by water molecules and ions, namely potassium
and phosphate.[7,23,28,29,44,45] The CoCat thus resembles the well-

Figure 2. Comparison of potassium K-edge XANES spectra for dry CoCat
film (K-CoCat) and potassium reference compounds. XANES spectra were
collected for CoCat films, microcrystalline KH2PO4 powder, and aqueous
solutions of cobalt phosphate (KPi) at 0.1 m or 2.5 m (pH 7), and an aque-
ous KCl solution at 0.1 m. The 2.5 m KPi spectrum was corrected for self-
absorption (Figures S6 and S7, Supporting Information). For further de-
tails of the measurement conditions (temperature), see section 1.3 and
Figure S6, Supporting Information. Spectra are stacked for clarity. Promi-
nent features are marked by lower-case letters and for KH2PO4 by num-
bers.

known birnessite structures of Mn oxides or other layered ox-
ides, for which intercalated cations, typically alkali metals or al-
kaline earth metals, are widely found.[41,46–50] The K+–M distance
is typically around 3.0–3.5 Å.[13,47,51,52] Since the CoCat material is
highly amorphous and thus does not diffract, XAS is the method
of choice for structural investigation of such catalyst films, which
are volume-active regarding oxidation-state dynamics and OER
catalysis.[8] Whereas pair distribution function analysis on Co-
Cat has been used to study domain size and structural features,
it does not provide an element-specific focus,[53–55] in contrast
to our present EXAFS analysis revealing the K+ binding mo-
tifs. XAS at the Co K-edge has been repeatedly applied to Co-
Cat material for assessment of Co oxidation states (electronic
structure), via analysis of the X-ray absorption near-edge struc-
ture (XANES), and for insight in the atomic structure, via anal-
ysis of the EXAFS.[7,23,28,31,32,44] Here, we provide complemen-
tary structural information by XANES and EXAFS analyses at
the potassium K-edge, which is experimentally challenging and
has been applied before only once to the CoCat material (to our
knowledge).[13]

Visual comparison of the K-edge spectra in Figure 2 reveals
overall similar, but not identical spectra of CoCat and K+ ions in
solution (0.1 m KCl, 0.1 m KPi, and 2.5 m KPi), suggesting a K+ co-
ordination environment in the CoCat that is quite similar to that
of hydrated K+ ions, but differs in specific features. The 2.5 m KPi
spectrum is expected to differ from the 0.1 m KPi spectrum due
to the presence of an increased number of potassium–phosphate
ion pair interactions at high KPi concentrations. We assign fea-
tures b and d to ion pair interaction because these features are
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Figure 3. EXAFS analysis of CoCat films and KPi solution. Spectra were
collected at 20 K or room temperature (RT). The main panel shows Fourier-
transforms (FTs, calculated from 1.6–8.2 Å−1) of the EXAFS oscillations in
the inset (experimental data, black lines; simulations with parameters in
Table 1, colored lines). Spectra are vertically stacked for clarity.

Table 1. EXAFS simulation parameters in Figure 3.

shell CoCat RT Rf = 12.9% CoCat 20 K Rf = 4.6% KPi 20 K Rf = 7.3%

N [K−1] R [Å] 2𝜎2 [Å2] N [K−1] R [Å] 2𝜎2 [Å2] N [K−1] R [Å] 2𝜎2 [Å2]

K–O 7a) 2.74 0.059b) 7a) 2.76 0.029b) 7a) 2.76 0.027b)

K–P 0.9 3.51 0.059b) 0.5 3.45 0.029b) 0.4 3.67 0.027b)

K–Co 0.8 4.21 0.059b) 0.5 4.13 0.029b) / / /
a)

Coordination numbers were set to 7;
b)

The Debye–Waller parameter (2𝜎2) resulted
from a joint fit to yield the same value for all coordination shells. The fit error param-
eter, Rf , was calculated for reduced distances of 1–4 Å.[56]

well resolved in the 2.5 m KPi spectrum and merely absent in
the 0.1 m KPi and KCl spectra. Vice versa, the features denoted a
and c are more prominent in 0.1 versus 2.5 m KPi. In the CoCat
spectrum, the discernible b-feature and the d-feature shoulder,
as well as the relatively diminished features a and c suggest that
potassium–phosphate ion pair formation, with phosphate ions
in the first K+ coordination sphere, to some extent occurs also in
the CoCat. In comparison to micro-crystalline solid KH2PO4 (or
K2HPO4, data not shown), we note the absence of pronounced
features typical for crystalline materials (1–6 in Figure 2) in the
CoCat XANES spectrum, suggesting that (nano-) crystalline do-
mains of KxHyPO4 are not present within the CoCat material.

2.2.2. Analysis of EXAFS Spectra

Selected EXAFS spectra are shown in Figure 3; for experimental
details, further spectra, and EXAFS simulation parameters see
Supporting Information (Table 1).

The EXAFS spectra of CoCat collected at 20 K or room tem-
perature (RT) reveal (within noise limits) similarity of the main
interatomic interactions, for example, K–O bonds (peak I in the
FT-spectrum), which are also detectable in the 2.5 m KPi EX-
AFS (see Table 1). The EXAFS oscillations in the RT spectrum
of CoCat are overall similar to that of the 20 K spectrum, indicat-
ing the absence of significant structural changes upon freezing
of the material. The clearly more damped EXAFS amplitudes in
the RT spectrum are expected due to increased vibrational disor-
der (increased Debye–Waller factors), which hence are closer to
the noise level. This difference motivates our focus on the 20 K
spectra. The coordination number (N) of hydrated K+ is consis-
tent with 6 ± 2 oxygen atoms (from water molecules or O-atoms
within CoCat) surrounding the K+ ion;[57] a coordination num-
ber close to 7 seems likely[58,59] (Figure 4, motif 𝛿). In our EXAFS
simulations, the longer distances relating to peaks II and III in
the FT-spectrum are modeled as a K–O–PO3 motif (peak II, K–P
around 3.5 Å, motif 𝛾 in Figure 4) and a K–O–Co motif (peak
III, K–Co around 4.1 Å, motif 𝛽 in Figure 4). For both motifs a
low coordination number of about 0.5 is well compatible with
the experimental data. EXAFS fit-error contour plots reveal pa-
rameter correlations and likely coordination number boundaries
(Figure S5, Supporting Information). A more precise determina-
tion of NK and NCo cannot be reached from the present data, but
values significantly exceeding 0.5 P and 0.5 K distances per Co
center seem to be unlikely.

The cubane-type binding of K+ to a central Co ion of a CoO2
layer fragment (motif 𝛼 in Figure 4) predicts an NCo of 3 for the
nearest Co ions at around 3.4–3.6 Å and additionally a similarly
high NCo for the next-nearest Co ions of the CoO2 layer fragment
at around 4.6 Å. For interconnection of two layers by a K+ ion,
the corresponding coordination numbers could be as high as 6.
These figures are so much larger than the experimental value that
we can exclude binding of a sizeable fraction of K+ ions in form of
well-ordered KCo3(μ3-O)4 cubanes. However, highly disordered
or loose binding of a sizeable fraction of K+ ions via a single O-
atom to CoO2 layer fragments (motif 𝛽) is compatible with the
EXAFS data.

The formation of potassium–phosphate ion pairs (motif 𝛾 in
Figure 4) is supported by the XANES spectra (as discussed fur-
ther above) and in line with the EXAFS analysis. The EXAFS anal-
ysis leads to values of NCo and NP around 0.5 which suggests that
for six to sevenfold coordination of K+ to O−atoms, the majority
of coordination partners are likely water molecules present in the
space between CoO2 layer fragments.

2.3. In Situ XAS Detecting K+ Exchange Kinetics

The CoCat undergoes potential-dependent redox transitions of
the amorphous bulk material, with the mean Co oxidation states
ranging from about +2.6 at low potentials to about +3.2 at
catalytic potentials.[7] For basic physical reasons, the Co oxida-
tion (reduction), within the bulk of the CoCat films of signifi-
cant thickness, essentially needs to be coupled to stoichiomet-
ric charge-compensating ion uptake or release, with ions mov-
ing between the CoCat bulk and the electrolyte. By comparison
of the K+ content of the CoCat material equilibrated at various
electrolyte concentrations and electrode potentials (Figure 1), we
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Figure 4. Hypothetical structural motifs of potassium binding in the CoCat material. Two-layer fragments interconnected by binding to the same interlayer
K+ ions are shown. 𝛼) K+ bound to three oxygen atoms of a CoO2 layer fragment forming a KCo3(μ-O)4 cubane motif. 𝛽) K+ bound via one oxygen atom
to a Co ion of the CoO2 layer fragment; K+ binding via an O-atom bridging between Co ions or to a terminal oxygen of a CoO2 layer fragment is
conceivable. 𝛾) Ion-pair of K+ and phosphate (HxPO4

−(3−x)) formed via one bridging oxygen atom. 𝛿) Fully hydrated K+ ion present in the interlayer
region of neighboring CoO2 layers without O-bridging to Co ions. The indicated distances or distance ranges represent estimates that are compatible
with the EXAFS data.

showed that neither K+ nor phosphate ions facilitate charge-
compensation in the equilibrated catalyst film, supporting XAS
investigations that suggested charge compensation in the Co2+/3+

and the Co3+/4+ transitions by protonation-state changes of bridg-
ing or terminal oxygen ligands of Co ions.[7,31] However, merely
based on the results obtained for the fully equilibrated CoCat, the
following scenario cannot be excluded:

In an initial response to an increased potential, K+ ions leave
the catalyst material, which may be understood as charging of
double-layer capacities at CoCat-intrinsic nanoscopic surfaces.
Subsequently, structural changes associated with deprotonation
and proton release proceed, which are coupled to K+ uptake from
the electrolyte.

To scrutinize the above scenario, we developed a novel in situ
X-ray experiments showing that the K+ release from the CoCat
material is significantly slower than the redox transitions, thereby
precluding transient K+ release preceding the (oxidative) redox
transition of the bulk material. The in situ XAS detection mode
is illustrated in Figure S3, Supporting Information; for the tim-
ing protocol and time courses of K+ release, see Figure 5. Briefly,
the X-ray fluorescence far above the potassium K-edge, which is
proportional to the detectable amount of potassium in the CoCat
film, was monitored in time before and after sudden exposure
to a potassium-free electrolyte (NaPi), to follow the release of K+

from the catalyst, which most likely proceeds in form of a K+ ver-
sus Na+ exchange.

The concentration of K+ ions within the CoCat film decreases
monotonously after exposure of the K+-containing CoCat film to
NaPi electrolyte (Figure 5B), with an estimated half-time around
5 s. The Co oxidation-state changes can proceed clearly faster, as
shown further below, excluding K+ release as the concomitant
charge-compensating ion flow. The K+ release, which presum-

ably proceeds as a K+/Na+ exchange here, represents an essen-
tially complete K+ depletion, as indicated by the practically negli-
gible amplitude of the final potassium X-ray absorption spectrum
(Figure 5C and Figure S12, Supporting Information). This find-
ing indicates that there is no major fraction of K+ ions that are
firmly bound within the CoCat, in line with the above observa-
tion of a comparably large change of the K amount upon variation
of the KPi concentration (Figure 1). Notably, XAS data at the Co
K-edge show that the CoCat film was fully stable (Figures S13
and S14, Supporting Information), indicating that within the
time course of the kinetic experiment, K+ release is not related
to any film degradation.

The absence of a significant influence of K+/Na+ exchange
on the Co K-edge XAS spectra of the CoCat indicates similar
structures under both conditions (Figures S13, S14, and S15B,
Supporting Information), in agreement with earlier data.[23]

Our K-EXAFS data (above) suggested a coordination number of
K(–O–)Co distances (NCo) around 0.5, which, when taking the
Co:K stoichiometry of 3:1 as it is expected for cubane-type bind-
ing into account, would correspond to a coordination number of
only about 0.17 (=0.5/3) in the Co-EXAFS. For a coordination
number of 0.17 with a likely sizeable Debye–Waller factor (𝜎),
a discernible contribution of a K(–O–)Co distance to the Co K-
edge EXAFS spectra is not expected. We conclude that both the
K+ and the Co EXAFS are compatible with only rare occurrence
of K(–O–)Co distances.

Noteworthily, application of an electric potential is not required
to induce K+/Na+ exchange, because similarly fast K+ release
was observed without any applied potential (OCP transient in
Figure 5B) or at pre-catalytic (0.65 VNHE) or catalytic (1.35 VNHE)
potentials. Visual inspection of the normalized K+ fluorescence
traces in Figure 5B appears to indicate slightly more rapid K+
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Figure 5. Time-resolved X-ray experiment for tracking K+ release from Co-
Cat films. A) Experimental protocol and current traces. B) Time course
of the potassium K𝛼 -fluorescence for X-ray excitation at 4 keV, reflecting
the detectable amount of K+ within the CoCat film; the inset shows the
same data on an expanded time scale, but without signal normalization.

release for CoCat films operated at 1.35 VNHE (Co oxidation, pos-
itive currents) than at 0.65 VNHE (Co reduction, negative cur-
rents), and K+ release at an intermediate rate without any applied
potential (OCP, no Co oxidation-state change). However, poten-
tial jumps to further potentials (Figure S9, Supporting Informa-
tion) and also simulations of K+-release traces (Figure S10 and
Table S4, Supporting Information) do not support a potential-
dependence of the K+ release kinetics; the scatter in the exper-
imental transients may relate merely to limited reproducibility
of the NaPi-electrolyte exposure rate. Also another experimental
approach, involving a series of short (1 s) potential-steps during
the NaPi-exposure period (Figure S11, Supporting Information),
does not support an electric-potential dependence of the K+ re-
lease rate. In summary, the role of redox-inert cations inside of
CoCat was studied via operando-XAS at the potassium K-edge,
revealing comparably weak binding of K+ in the material and,
importantly, the absence of any significant charge compensation
role for K+ ions.

2.4. Time-Resolved XAS Experiment at the Cobalt K-Edge

For CoCat films of similar thicknesses as employed in the K+

release experiments, we explored the response of the Co oxi-
dation state to applied electrode potentials in time-resolved X-
ray absorption experiments. For this, the intensity of the Co K𝛼-
fluorescence at a selected fixed X-ray excitation energy about at
half-height of the Co K-edge, which is sensitive to the cobalt oxi-
dation state, was monitored with a time-resolution of 1 ms (Fig-
ure 6). Simulation analysis permitted determination of the time
constants of the cobalt redox transition. The underlying rationale
is described in ref. [33] and in the legend of Figure S16, Sup-
porting Information. The potentials were chosen such that a 0.75
→ 1.1 VNHE jump induced the Co2+ → Co3+ transition whereas
a 1.2 → 1.35 VNHE jump into the catalytic regime induced the
Co3+→Co4+ transition. Notably, both redox transitions do not in-
volve all Co ions of the CoCat material.[7]

For both potential jumps in Figure 6, a fast phase (𝜏 below
400 ms) and a slow phase (𝜏 about 1–4 s) are well resolved. Both
phases clearly correspond to Co oxidation, by electron transfer
to the working electrode (see current traces in Figure 6A), and

C) Potassium K-edge X-ray absorption spectra (non-normalized Ifluo/I0
data) collected on the dry film “before” K+ release and “after” exposure for
15 min to the continuously stirred NaPi electrolyte, illustrating that most
or even all K+ ions leave the CoCat film when exposed to NaPi (spectra
shown here are for CoCat operated at 0.65 VNHE; data for other potentials
are shown in Figure S12, Supporting Information). For detection of K+ re-
lease kinetics, dry CoCat films previously electrodeposited in 100 mm KPi
were exposed to 100 mm NaPi electrolyte by filling the three-electrode cell
using a pump system within 12 s, with more sudden exposure of the X-ray
irradiated CoCat areas to the NaPi electrolyte (<2 s). At this point K+ ions
started to leave the catalyst material (t = 0 in B), resulting in the decrease
of the X-ray fluorescence shown in panel B. Roughly at the same time (t
= 0 in panel A), either a potential of 0.65 VNHE or of 1.35 VNHE was ap-
plied for 10 min, or the open-circuit potential (OCP) condition continued;
for complete time traces see Figure S10, Supporting Information. CoCat
film thickness corresponding to 100 mC cm−2 deposition charge; deposi-
tion on graphene sheets; KPi and NaPi at pH 7; and rapid stirring of NaPi
electrolyte to remove K+ ions released from the CoCat film.

Adv. Sustainable Syst. 2023, 7, 2300008 2300008 (6 of 10) © 2023 The Authors. Advanced Sustainable Systems published by Wiley-VCH GmbH
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Figure 6. Time-resolved potential-jump operando-XAS on CoCat films at the Co K-edge. A) Working electrode potential and current density for
0.75→1.1 VNHE potential jumps (top) and 1.2→1.35 VNHE potential jumps (bottom). B) Time courses of potential-induced Co X-ray fluorescence changes
for excitation at 7720.8 eV, measured simultaneously with the current densities of panel A. At the chosen X-ray excitation energy, the X-ray fluorescence
intensity change reflects predominantly Co oxidation-state changes; a signal decrease corresponds to Co oxidation and a signal increase corresponds
to Co reduction (Figure S17, Supporting Information). Traces were normalized to a summed amplitude of unity. Lines show bi-exponential simulations
with time constants for the 0.75→1.1 VNHE (1.2→1.35 VNHE) of about 380 ms (250 ms) for the fast phase and about 3.9 s (3.7 s) for the slow phase. The
corresponding transients for the reverse jumps from high to low potential are shown in Figure S17, Supporting Information; fit parameters are listed in
Table S6, Supporting Information. For further experimental details see Figure S16, Supporting Information.

consequently both phases require charge-compensating ion flow.
Here, the fast Co oxidation phase is of special interest because it
is, with time constants of below 400 ms it is minimally by one
order of magnitude faster than the K+ release kinetics with its
fast-phase time constant of 4–8 s (Figure 5 and Table S6, Sup-
porting Information), precluding transient K+ release in an ini-
tial phase of the cobalt redox transitions. The slow phase may re-
late to oxidation-state changes coupled to slow structural changes
(currently under investigation). Notably, also a respective poten-
tial jump into reducing direction reveals cobalt reduction on a
millis scale (Figure S17, Supporting Information), further sup-
porting the kinetic mismatch between the K+ ion exchange and
the cobalt redox transitions.

3. Conclusions

(1) What is the structural role of K+ ions bound within the CoCat
material?

Operation in low-concentration potassium phosphate elec-
trolyte (1.6 vs 100 mm KPi) results in a CoCat with low K+ content
(threefold diminished). As previously shown,[32] for electrochem-
ical operation of this low-K+ CoCat, the potential dependence of
the Co oxidation states and coordination environment does not
differ from that of the high-K+ CoCat, indicating a non-essential
role of K+ ions for the atomic structure and electrochemical func-
tionality. This conclusion is supported by similar CoCat structure
also after K+ versus Na+ exchange. The latter finding is opposed

to the effect of phosphate exchange (vs actetate,[13] chloride,[13]

or arsenate[60]), which alters both properties. That CoCat-internal
K+ is structurally innocent, is in line with our analysis of the K+

coordination, which reveals that tight binding to three Co ions to
form a cubane motif, as found for Ca2+ in the Mn4Ca-oxo clus-
ter of the biological catalyst of photosystem II[34–37] and also in
inorganic OER catalyst materials,[34–37] is not relevant for K+ in
CoCat. Instead, a sizeable fraction of otherwise hydrated K+ ions
likely forms ion pairs with phosphate species, resulting in a K+

coordination environment similar to that found in concentrated
KPi solution. In summary, the properties of K+ within the Co-
Cat are in agreement with a dissolved ion in the aqueous quasi-
electrolyte[8] that fills the space between Co oxide fragment layers
without any direct influence on structure, redox chemistry, and
catalytic performance of the material.

(2) Do K+ ions facilitate charge compensation in the redox tran-
sitions of the catalyst material?

The volume activity of the CoCat material implies that Co
oxidation state changes are associated with charge-compensating
ion flows that prevent charge accumulation in the catalyst inte-
rior. This means that Co oxidation within the macroscopic cata-
lyst volume needs to be associated with a corresponding quantity
of cations (incl. protons) leaving the catalyst volume (or anions
entering it); reversed ion flows are expected for Co reduction.
Our analysis of the K+ binding mode suggests loose binding
in the hydrated layered oxide material as part of interlayer

Adv. Sustainable Syst. 2023, 7, 2300008 2300008 (7 of 10) © 2023 The Authors. Advanced Sustainable Systems published by Wiley-VCH GmbH
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quasi-electrolyte. Based on the observed rapid exchangeability of
most if not all K+ ions within the CoCat, charge compensating K+

flow may appear as a plausible option. However, analysis of the
elemental composition of the CoCat material equilibrated at re-
ducing and oxidizing potentials reveals that potential-dependent
Co oxidation is associated neither with K+ depletion nor with
phosphate enrichment (see Figure 1).

The temporal sequence of events associated with the potential-
induced Co oxidation might involve K+ release as a fast initial
response to an increased electrode potential, followed by Co oxi-
dation associated with deprotonation of Co ligands paralleled by
a reverse K+ uptake. This per se plausible scenario was excluded
herein by time-resolved X-ray experiments revealing clearly faster
Co oxidation (around 300 ms) than K+ release (around 5 s).

Here we conclude that K+ ions do not serve as counter ions in
oxidation-state changes of the CoCat material and likely also do
not have any other major functional role. Therefore, it is reason-
able to assume that also other redox-inert electrolyte cations such
as sodium do not serve as charge-compensating ions. (For tech-
nical reasons, the same experiments as pursued in the present
study cannot be carried out for sodium-containing CoCat, be-
cause of the low X-ray energy of the Na K-edge.)

In conclusion, the stoichiometric charge compensation in the
Co redox transitions of the volume-active CoCat material is not
facilitated by any ions aside from protons. Early electrokinetic in-
vestigations have provided evidence that OER involves proton-
coupled electron transfer reactions in CoCat, pointing toward
coupling of the Co3+/4+ oxidation to proton release.[26,31] The cou-
pling to proton release and uptake is in line with the clear pH-
dependence[7,8,24] and H/D isotope effect[31] of the midpoint po-
tential of the Co redox transitions.[7,23] At atomic level, the proton
release coupled to Co oxidation likely proceeds by deprotonation
of Co water species (H2O, OH−) coordinated to Co ions, as previ-
ously suggested based on structural changes detected by XAS,[7]

later supported by the H/D exchange influence on electrokinetic
data[31] and operando Raman spectra.[61]

(3) Relevance for other catalyst materials

The structural changes associated with the Co2+/3+ and Co3+/4+

redox transitions of the CoCat material are comparably mod-
erate; non-stoichiometric mixed-valence Co oxidation states
(Co2+

0.4Co3+
0.6 and Co3+

0.8Co4+
0.2, respectively) are encountered

at lowest and highest potentials.[7] In other OER catalyst mate-
rials, potential-induced redox transitions are coupled to clearly
more pronounced structural changes and more complete redox
transitions, thus corresponding to a full-fledged phase transition.
A prime example is layered Ni-based oxyhydroxides, for which
the Ni2+/3+ transition is associated with increasing layer spacing,
likely involving water as well as K+ ion insertion.[42] In the latter
material the structural and charge-compensating role of K+ ions
may differ from the one in the CoCat and related amorphous ma-
terials.

The CoCat is a dynamic material for which redox activity and
catalytic activity are not restricted to the bulk-electrolyte exposed
surface, but are occurring in the complete bulk volume of the
catalyst material (volume activity),[8] even for the ≈700 nm mate-
rial thickness of the 100 mC cm−2 CoCat as used in the present
study.[8] On a first glance, this volume activity appears as a very

special property. However, by prolonged OER operation several
initially crystalline, molecular, and metallic catalyst materials
were transformed partially or completely into an amorphous ma-
terial with similar redox properties of the amorphized regions
as observed for the bulk-volume of the CoCat.[43,35,62–74] There-
fore we believe that the here reported findings on the K+ bind-
ing mode and likely absence of a charge-compensating role of K+

ions are of relevance for a larger group of OER-active materials,
but possibly not for OER materials where the redox transitions
exhibit phase-transition character. For optimization of charge-
compensating ion flows in volume-active OER materials, rather
than catalyst-internal cations, the (de)protonation reactions and
proton mobility may be especially promising targets.
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